Castello Buondelmonti - Tinaio - San Polo in Chianti, Chianti-Florence, Tuscany

Castello Buondelmonti - Tinaio
CASTELLO BUONDELMONTI-TINAIO It is absolutely interesting and intriguing to know the great history behind the Tinaio apartment in
the Castello Buondelmonti! One of the many suites of the great-great castle, which has roots dating back to the ancient Rome, the Tinaio
apartment is a great location for all travel enthusiasts! Its fabulous décor and amazing comfort factor are some of its highlights! One of the
four apartments of Buondelmonti, which was named by the then-counts, Miari Pelli Fabbroni, it now has all 19th century enticements to
hook you up. The entire stretch of land surrounding the castle has fresh vineyards, which has constantly produced wine variety, that was
similar to the 'Bordeaux' type. Such is the hype of this historical apartment – hence your stay here is assured to be a sophisticated one, and
not merely a monotonous one. This apartment is completely immersed with the green countryside in the Chianti hills, in a small village
called San Polo! This century old tourist house is topped latest amenities and is tastefully furnished to taste every modern day visitor. A
charming dwelling house, the Tinaio apartment has a living room, adjoined by a kitchen area that is well equipped with an oven, microwave
oven, American coffee machine, 5 gas rings, and a dishwasher. There is one double bedroom with a matrimonial bed and an en suite
bathroom attached in it; next is a single bedroom with a capacity of sleeping a single person. The color of the bed spread and the paint of
the walls create an enticing outlook altogether! The wooden beam ceilings and the old fashioned furnishings are some of the few
adornments. Spreading an air of romanticism is the garden terrace that is unblemished with potted plants. This gives you a bird’s eye view
of the surrounding Tuscan landscape that is completely green and lush. This quaint little apartment is built to sleep up to three people.
Inside activities and nearby wonders! Also forget not to indulge in the restaurant that is inside the castle. The pool and the garden area are
for the exclusive use of the guests. Also, just 20 kms distance is the Florence airport! Nestled along with the San Polo village are the
highways, restaurants, rail stations, shopping centers, hospitals, ATMs and grocery stores. The entire apartment has wireless internet
connection, for free. Make Tinaio apartment yo
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Information
Location
Bedrooms
Sleeps:4
Total Bedrooms : 2
Sofa Beds : 1
Bathrooms
Total Bathrooms: 1
Bathrooms With Tub : 1
Location & facilities
Town/Places: San Polo in Chianti
Area : via Panzalla 6
Country : Italy
Property Type : Farmhouse
Surface Area : Chianti-Florence
Property View : 38
Features & Accessories

Refundable Security Deposi: 200 euro Pets allowed: 15 euro per week Gas
and heating on consumption ¬ 4.1 m3 Extra cleaning:: 8 euro/day
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